Respected Sir / Madam
The unique academy is conducting coaching for UPSC and MPSC along with other competitive
exams of national and state level.
We do conduct online as well as offline (classroom) courses for competitive exams.
UPSC coaching is conducted at our SB Road Campus, Pune.
We would like to share pattern of coaching for One year UPSC GS integrated course.
We do start our course/first batch nearly in the month of June and then every month till September.
we start course with GS mains and essay topics and we do conduct sectional tests on topics covered
as well as we do conduct current affairs lecture with classroom tests on GS mains and GS prelims
Topics.
We plan accordingly to cover GS mains syllabus by the December end and then start with
GS prelims syllabus so student get time to prepare and understand dynamics required to clear exam.
After starting with GS prelims syllabus on weekly basis we do conduct GS prelims and CSAT tests till
exam of (each test of 200 marks) to practice covered topics.
Prelims test series and GS mains test series is part of Course structure.
We do start an optional subject meanwhile which is the separate module for students, in the
month of August first week we start with Optional subjects. We do have wide range of optional
subjects and do give choice to students to select any one and continue with it. Optional subject
syllabus is conducted weekly two days and classroom tests and comprehensive tests are part of it.
We do provide study material which is comprehensive, printed and updated on time to time
basis. Our study material is made available once student confirms his/her admission to the course.
We have designed our course pattern according to UPSC exam and schedule requirements and we
do cater all needs of UPSC aspirants and provide them the best possible help.
As student appears for Prelims Exam and then we do arrange set of Test series for Mains
exam including Optional subject and provide them crash course for revision and update to syllabus
studied before as well as help them achieve good score via writing practice and interview guidance
with the help of experts and officers.
If student need to reappear for prelims even then we do provide our support and expertise for
various levels of exam.
(Due to Pandemic and lockdown situation UPSC Exam schedule has changed so we have arrange
batches accordingly. We do have our new batch starting from December 2020)

